Business Process Procedures

6.16 TUITION CALCULATION OVERRIDES

Overview
This document discusses the appropriate use of Tuition Calculation Overrides.

Key Points
See 6.15 Tuition Calculation for more details regarding using this page.

Discussion
There are four override fields on the Tuition Calculation page.

Important!
The following three fields are NEVER USED under any circumstances:

- Override Billing Units
- Override Init Enrl Fee
- Override Init Add Fee

CRITICAL!
The Override Tuition Group is ONLY USED FOR MILITARY AND VA CONTRACT STUDENTS.

The ONLY acceptable values for the Override Tuition Group field are CONTRACT and MILITARYCR. Never choose from the dropdown menu or type in another tuition group name.

If tuition is calculating at a rate other than what the student or operator expects, it is vital that the operator take steps to solve the underlying problem causing the student to be assigned to the wrong tuition group.

If the operator is unable to determine the source of the problem causing the student to be placed in an incorrect tuition group, then he/she must contact NCSS for assistance.